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Mugcozy Jack 

 

October 1st is the International Coffeeday, and that must of course be celebrated with a 

mugcozy! It’s also the start of Halloween-month so I had to make a Halloweeninspired one. 

If you make it in different colors it will get a completely differentlook, and I must say that 

these three colors look a bit weird togheter, I get the feeling of boardingschool uniform’s tie 

looking at it. This was a fun project, a bit more challenging than anticipated as the four 

colorsstrands made me knit one row for 30 seconds and then I had to untangle for 2 

minutes…  

Material 

Yarn: Scheepjes Colour Crafter in these colors: white nr 1001, orange 3595 and black 1002. 

Knitting needles nr: 4 mm 

Gauge: Not important. 

Size: fits a cup with a circumference of 25 cm, but it’s easy to adapt the pattern by making 

the piece shorter or longer.  

Other stuff: Cableneedle and a yarnneedle. 
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Pattern 

The cable should be 6 stitches. White stitches should always be knitted with white yarn, 

black stitches should always be knitted with black yarn and orange stitches should always be 

knitted with orange yarn. 

Row 1: K3 (white), k3 (black), k3  (orange), k3  (white) 

Row 2: k3 (white), p3 (orange), p3 (black), k3 (white) 

Row 3: K3 (white), k3 (black), k3  (orange), k3  (white) 

Row 4: k3 (white), p3 (orange), p3 (black), k3 (white) 

Row 5: k3 rm (white), C6B (continue knitting black yarn on black sts and orange yarn on 

orange sts), k3 (white). 

Row 6: k 3 (white), p3 (black), p3 (white), p3 (white) 

Start:  
Cast on 12 sts with white and start knitting according to above pattern. Continue,repeating 

these 6 rows (note that the colororder of black and orange will be reversed after each 

cabling, but if you just remember that black on black and orange on orange, you should be 

fine). The white is knitted with one strand on each end. 

Try the mugcozy a bit now and then on the cup and finish when it fit tightly, but without 

stretching the work too much. It should fit snuggly. Cast off and sew the short ends together. 

Sew in all ends. This cozy is for a mug without ear, if you’re making for a mug with ear you 

might want make a buttonwhole and attach a button instead of sewing the ends together. 
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